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Artist Biography

Artist Statement

I was born and raised in North Dakota where I grew up
appreciating big skies and open spaces filled with a variety of grain
crops and alfalfa fields, and four distinct seasons offering
wonderful to harsh weather conditions. I graduated from Dickinson
State University, in Dickinson, ND with a double major in art and
vocal music and moved to Minnesota for my first teaching job. I fell
in love with the 10,000 lakes and forested hills.

As a painter of landscapes, my goal is to capture and share
the beauty of our planet.

Throughout the years I have taken many masters level courses in
drawing and painting-seeking to increase my skills. I have taught
art K – 12 and numerous adult education courses. After many
years of teaching I decided to stop juggling my need to create my
own art with the important job of teaching students – and dedicate
my time seriously to my own work.
I currently work out of my studio in my home and have been almost
exclusively invested in doing landscapes – a love started many
years ago on the North Dakota plains.
Although I have painted many scenes based on the St. Croix
Valley and greater Minnesota, I am not solely a regional painter.
Rather, I seek, through my travels around the US and abroad, to
show the beauty that can be found everywhere we look.

Traveling around the US and abroad, these scenes resonated
with me and caused me to “see anew” the great variety that
sky, land, and water has to offer. It really doesn’t matter where
we look – the beauty is there.
I am drawn to the colors, patterns of lines and shapes, and the
textures in the natural world. As a realistic painter, I strive to
honestly show what I saw in the most true and forward manner. The diversity in nature seems to be endless – and to me,
fascinating. I enjoy working in a large size that invites the
viewer to “step in” to the scene and then let the details keep
you in and experiencing the place personally.
I work out of my home studio in Stillwater and would be happy
to show you more of my work. Private showings are always
welcome by appointment. To see more please visit my website at: charlotteschuld.com, and Duluth’s “Waters of Superior
Art Gallery”.

To purchase artwork or for more information,
please contact the artist directly.

C.Schuld Studio
charlotteschuld.com
csart51@gmail.com

